April 30, 2020

TO: ALL PENN-DEL-JERSEY CHAPTER, NECA AND NECA/IBEW SAFETY COUNCIL MEMBERS

FROM: KENNETH R. MACDOUGALL
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

RE: NECA COVID-19 VIDEO & PROTOCOL DOCUMENTS

As you know, all Construction in Pennsylvania may resume on Friday, May 1, 2020 contingent upon adherence to Governor Wolf's health and safety protocols and employee limits.

To help educate your employees, the Penn-Del-Jersey Chapter has partnered with Hoyt Emmons, Senior Consultant at Med-Tex Services, Inc. to develop a brief, less than eight minute video on health and safety requirements and procedures for reopening job sites.

The video may be accessed by clicking on the URL below:

https://youtu.be/SNoR8tBsRTg

The Chapter encourages you to share this video with your employees before they resume work.

Please note that this video is "unlisted" on YouTube, meaning that it can only be accessed through its URL and not through a video search. If you wish to digitally share this video, you must send the URL to the intended recipients or use YouTube's "Share" feature.

In addition, the GBCA and Philadelphia Building Trades have developed the following COVID-19 Job Site and Response Protocols:
Recommended Job Site Protocols
Recommended Response Protocols

These documents will prove useful to all companies adapting to the new state requirements. We thank the GBCA, the Philadelphia Building Trades, Hoyt Emmons, John Dougherty and Mark Lynch for their work in developing these protocols.

If you have any questions, please contact me at kmacdougall@neca-pdj.org.

Thank you.
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